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Immunoglobulin M monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS)
comprises 15-20% of all cases of MGUS. IgM MGUS is distinct from other forms of
MGUS in that the typical primary progression events include Waldenstrom
macroglobulinaemia and light chain amyloidosis. Owing to its large pentameric
structure, IgM molecules have high intrinsic viscosity and precipitate more readily than
other immunoglobulin subtypes. They are also more commonly associated with
autoimmune phenomena, resulting in unique clinical manifestations. Organ damage
attributable to the paraprotein, not fulfilling criteria for a lymphoid or plasma cell
malignancy has recently been termed monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance
(MGCS) and encompasses an important family of disorders for which diagnostic and
treatment algorithms are evolving. IgM related MGCS include unique entities such as cold
haemagglutinin disease, IgM related neuropathies, renal manifestations and Schnitzler’s
syndrome. The diagnostic approach to, and management of these disorders differs
significantly from other categories of MGCS. We describe a practical approach to the
evaluation of these patients and our approach to their treatment. We will also elaborate on
the key unmet needs in IgM MGCS and highlight potential areas for future research.

Keywords: immunoglobulin M, monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance (MGCS), monoclonal gammopathy
of undetermined significance, MGRS, monoclonal gammopathy of neurological significance
INTRODUCTION

Monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance (MGUS) is defined by a <10% plasma cell (or
lymphoplasmacytic cell) bone marrow (BM) infiltrate with paraproteinaemia quantified at less than
30g/l (1). Importantly, these patients do not have symptoms or organ damage. While the majority of
MGUS involve an immunoglobulin G or A clone, approximately 15-20% are associated with an
immunoglobulin M (IgM) paraprotein (2). IgM MGUS is characterised by progression to
Waldenstrom macroglobulinaemia (WM) or light chain amyloidosis (ALA) rather than multiple
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myeloma (MM) (2). Furthermore, the spectrum of clinical
manifestations associated with IgM paraproteinaemias are
distinct, partly owing to the large pentameric structure of IgM
(3). As patients with IgMMGUS are by definition asymptomatic,
watchful waiting has long been the standard of care (4).

It is recognised however, that not all patients with MGUS are
asymptomatic. A subset suffer organ damage due to the
paraprotein despite not fulfilling criteria for a haematologic
malignancy (5). These entities were first recognised in 2005
and collectively described as IgM related disorders (IgM-RDs)
by Cesana and colleagues (6). More recently, the term
monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance (MGRS) was
employed to describe this phenomenon in the renal context
(7). Monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance (MGCS)
has since been adopted as a term which more broadly
encompasses this scenario (8).

While any subtype of MGUS can drive an MGCS, IgM
paraproteins cause unique clinical syndromes which can be
challenging to diagnose and treat. IgM MGCS are notable for
the high prevalence of immunologic phenomena which we
discuss in detail below (3, 9). The higher prevalence of
immune mediated manifestations in IgM MGCS may also be
related to its multimeric structure (9). Here, we outline the key
subcategories of IgM MGCS illustrated by clinical cases. We also
highlight the major diagnostic and therapeutic considerations as
well as the challenges and potential future developments in this
field. The clinical manifestations attributable to IgM paraprotein
related MGCS are summarised in Figure 1 and an overview of
IgM MGCS entities is shown in Table 1.
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 2
SUBTYPES OF IGM MONOCLONAL
GAMMOPATHY OF CLINICAL
SIGNIFICANCE

Neurological IgM MGCS
Case Study
A 70-year-old gentleman presented with unsteady gait and
examination revealed a sensory ataxia and complex
ophthalmoplegia. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of
the brain and spine showed no mass lesion and cerebrospinal fluid
studies were unremarkable. A nerve conduction study showed a
demyelinating peripheral neuropathy. A full blood count showed
no cytopaenias although a peripheral blood smear revealed cold
agglutination of the red cells. Serum immunofixation
demonstrated an IgM kappa paraprotein quantified at 10g/l.

A whole body computed tomography (CT) scan showed no
lymphadenopathy and a BM aspirate and biopsy demonstrated a
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate comprising approximately 5% of
marrow nucleated cells. The MYD88 L265P mutation was not
detected by allele specific PCR. There was no evidence of anti-
myelin associated glycoprotein (MAG) antibodies, while anti
ganglioside antibodies (GD1b subtype) were detected. A diagnosis
of CANOMAD (chronic ataxic neuropathy, ophthalmoplegia, IgM
paraprotein, cold agglutinins, and disialosyl antibodies) syndrome
was made based on these findings. The patient was treated with
rituximab 375mg/m2 weekly for four weeks and made a partial
neurological recovery despite normalisation of the serum IgM level
and immunofixation becoming negative.
FIGURE 1 | An overview of the clinical presentations associated with IgM monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance. MGCS, monoclonal gammopathy of
clinical significance; MGRS, monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance.
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Paraproteinaemic neuropathy in the absence of an active B-
cell or plasma cell malignancy is well described and has been
established as an MGCS entity (8, 10). The monoclonal protein
binding to neural antigens including MAG, ganglioside, and
ganglio-N-tetraosylceramide proteins have been proposed as the
mechanism behind neurologic MGCS (5, 11). The finding of
monoclonal protein deposits within myelin fibres and Schwann
cells has supported this hypothesis (5). Interestingly, IgM
paraproteins account for a disproportionate 60% of
monoclonal gammopathy related neuropathies (12).

Anti MAG neuropathy is the best characterized among IgM
associated neuropathies and is more commonly associated with
IgMMGUS thanWM (13). The titre of anti MAG antibodies has
also been shown to impact the clinical presentation and response
to treatment (13). Distal acquired demyelinating symmetrical
neuropathy with a monoclonal protein (DADS-M) is also
associated with IgM gammopathies and manifests as a
progressive and symmetrical distal neuropathy, which can
affect both sensory and motor functions (5, 12). Findings on
nerve conduction studies resemble demyelination, and nerve
biopsies may reveal axonal loss (10, 12).
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 3
As illustrated by the case study above, neurological
manifestations of IgM paraproteins can go beyond peripheral
neuropathy. The CANOMAD syndrome is a rare example of
neurological IgM MGCS characterized not only by chronic
sensory ataxia but also ophthalmoplegia and cold agglutinins
(14). Not all the manifestations of CANOMAD are seen in every
patient, hence an alternative terminology CANDA (chronic
ataxic neuropathy with disialosyl antibodies) has been
proposed, highlighting the key features of chronic ataxia and
IgM antibodies targeting gangliosides rather than MAG (14).
CANOMAD/CANDA is characterised by IgM antibodies against
disialosyl epitopes on gangliosides GD1b, GT1c, GQ1b and
GD3I (15). These typically affect large sensory fibres resulting
in the clinical manifestations described above (15). Nerve
conduction studies and histopathology can show demyelinating
and axonal features (15).

IgM paraproteins can also lead to peripheral neuropathy via
type I cryoglobulinaemia, manifesting in approximately 20-40%
of patients (16). Cryoglobulinaemic neuropathy is caused by
cryoglobulin deposition leading to a small vessel vasculitis, often
occurring at cold temperatures and affecting the extremities (17).
TABLE 1 | An overview of the key clinical features, diagnostic and management considerations in IgM monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance entities.

Subtype of IgM
MGCS

Clinical Presentation Diagnostic Process Management Considerations

Neurological Paraesthesia, painful neuropathy, ataxia. Rarely
ophthalmoplegia in CANOMAD/CANDA.

Nerve conduction studies. Anti
MAG, disialosyl antibodies.
Neuroimaging when appropriate.

Rituximab based therapy is the first line option for anti MAG
associated neuropathy. IVIG is a consideration in those who
do not respond.

Cutaneous Urticarial rash and fever in Schnitzler syndrome.
Papular lesions are more common in
macroglobulinosis. Ulcers and skin necrosis in
cryoglobulinemia.

Skin biopsy and correlation with
clinical features.

IL-1 antagonists are the first line therapy for Schnitzler
syndrome. There is emerging data for IL-6 antagonists.
Rituximab based therapy in selected cases.

Renal Nephrotic syndrome.
Asymptomatic rise in creatinine.

Renal biopsy and correlation with
clinical features.

Rituximab based therapy for a lymphoplasmacytic clone.
Bortezomib based therapy for a plasma cell driven MGCS.

IgM associated
cryoglobulinaemia

Can present with skin , nerve and renal
involvement. Skin lesions typically affect the
extremities and non-healing ulcers can occur.

Detection of plasma
cryoglobulins. Leukocytoclastic
vasculitis in type 2
cryoglobulinaemia.

Rituximab based therapy should be considered for
cryoglobulins with an underlying lymphoplasmacytic clone.

IgM AL
Amyloidosis

Renal, neurologic and cardiac involvement are
best described. Other organs can also be
involved.

Histologic confirmation of
amyloid.
Mass spectrometry-based
confirmation of the amyloid fibril
subtype.

Rituximab based therapy for IgM amyloid driven by a
lymphoplasmacytic clone. Bortezomib based therapy for
those cases with a plasma cell clone.

IgM POEMS
syndrome

Peripheral neuropathy is present in all cases. Skin
lesions, endocrinopathy, organomegaly and bone
lesions may also occur.

Nerve conduction studies to
confirm demyelinating peripheral
neuropathy.
VEGF quantification
Correlation with other clinical
features.

No standard of care for POEMS syndrome driven by a
lymphoplasmacytic clone. Rituximab based therapy to be
considered. Lenalidomide based therapy for plasma cell
driven cases.

Immuno-
haematologic IgM
MGCS

Symptomatic anaemia and acral cyanosis in
primary cold agglutinin disease.
Mucocutaneous bleeding in acquired VWD and
ITP.

Peripheral blood film, biochemical
indices of haemolysis, direct
Coomb’s test and cold agglutinin
titre.
VWF antigen and ristocetin co
factor activity. VWF multimer
analysis.
ITP is a diagnosis of exclusion,
work up as for “idiopathic” ITP.

Rituximab based therapy for primary CAD. Rituximab
monotherapy and bendamustine rituximab are
considerations.
No standard of care for AVWD, achievement of haemostasis
and clone directed therapy to be considered.
Steroid therapy as for idiopathic ITP is appropriate as first
treatment. Clone directed therapy in patients who do not
respond.
MGCS, monoclonal gammopathy of clinical significance; MGRS, monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance; POEMS, Polyneuropathy, Organomegaly, Endocrinopathy, Monoclonal
gammopathy and Skin abnormalities; CANOMAD, Chronic Ataxic Neuropathy, Ophthalmoplegia, IgM paraprotein, Cold Agglutinins, Disialosyl antibodies; DADS-M, Distal acquired
demyelinating symmetric neuropathy. MAG, Myelin associated glycoprotein. CAD, Cold agglutinin disease, VWD, Von Willebrand disease, ITP, Immune thrombocytopaenic purpura. IVIG,
intravenous immunoglobulin. IL-1, Interleukin 1; IL-6, Interleukin 6. VEGF, Vascular endothelial growth factor.
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The typical presentation is that of a painful sensory neuropathy
although motor involvement has also been reported (16, 17). IgM
related cryoglobul ins are discussed further under
“immunohaematologic IgM MGCS”.

Given the complexity and variety of IgM associated
neuropathies, a detailed history, complete neurological
examination, nerve conduction studies and serologic evaluation
for antibodies against MAG or gangliosides are key to reaching
an accurate diagnosis. It is particularly important not to miss
IgM associated multi system syndromes causing neuropathy.
These include IgM ALA, polyneuropathy, organomegaly,
endocrinopathy, monoclonal gammopathy and skin changes
(POEMS) syndrome and cryoglobulin related neuropathies.
The treatment for these conditions differs significantly from
that for Anti MAG neuropathy, DADS-M and CANOMAD/
CANDA (12). It is also vital to exclude peripheral neuropathies
related to other medical causes which may be easily reversed by
standard therapies. Making this distinction can however be
challenging based on both clinical assessment and nerve
conduction studies (12).

The optimal management for neurological IgM MGCS
remains controversial due to its rarity and lack of prospective
clinical trials in this field (18). Intravenous immunoglobulin
(IVIG) might be considered, though it is possible responses
maybe short lived (14, 19). Le Cann et al. proposed IVIG as
the first line treatment option for CANOMAD/CANDA based
on responses seen in a large retrospective series (14). IVIG has
also been suggested as a treatment for DADS-M while more data
on the frequency of clinical responses are awaited (5).

Rituximab is one of the best studied therapies for IgM
neuropathies and reduces the circulating paraprotein by
targeting the B-cell clone (11, 20, 21). Importantly, the
reduction in IgM was shown to correlate with neurological
improvement in some patients (14). Rituximab has well
documented efficacy in Anti MAG neuropathies based on
retrospective studies (11). Although transient worsening of the
neuropathy was noted in a minority of patients, clinical
improvements occurred in over 30% and were more common
in patients who had a reduction in Anti MAG titres (13, 22).

Although plasmapheresis is a recognised treatment modality
for hyper viscosity associated with WM (23), its role in IgM
MGCS remains less certain. The use of Plasmapheresis was
reported in a small number of patients with CANOMAD/
CANDA; however, it is yet to be established as a first line
treatment for any subtype of neurologic MGCS (5, 12, 24). A
single case-series has suggested fludarabine as an option,
however given the toxicity of this drug its use may not be
justified in the context of a low level paraprotein (25). Deeper
insights into the biology of neurological IgM MGCS are
necessary in order to better define the optimal diagnostic
strategy and treatment for these patients.

Cutaneous IgM MGCS
Case Study
A 60-year-old gentleman was referred to the dermatology clinic
with persistent urticarial rashes on the trunk and extremities. The
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
rashes had been occurring intermittently for over 3 years and had
more recently been accompanied by fevers. Physical examination
revealed an urticarial rash but no lymphadenopathy or
hepatosplenomegaly. His full blood count was normal while
serum immunofixation detected a monoclonal IgM kappa
paraprotein quantified at 5g/l. BM studies showed a
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate comprising 3% of nucleated cells
while a computed tomography (CT) scan of the whole body
showed no organomegaly.

A skin biopsy showed a neutrophilic urticarial dermatosis
characteristic of Schnitzler syndrome. As his symptoms were
mild, a watch and wait strategy was initially employed.
However, his skin symptoms progressed over the next year
although his IgM level remained stable. He was treated with a
course of anti-interleukin 1 therapy (canakinumab) with a good
clinical response.

A variety of cutaneous eruptions may be associated with
paraproteinaemias, ranging from relatively benign conditions
such as xanthoderma, to more destructive lesions like pyoderma
gangrenosum (26, 27). Paraprotein related skin lesions occurring
in the absence of an active B-cell or plasma cell neoplasm are
termed monoclonal gammopathy of cutaneous significance (26).
While intact proteins may be deposited in the skin as entire
immunoglobulin molecules (as in macroglobulinosis), they can
also occur as cutaneous light-chain or heavy-chain deposition
diseases (28). Deposition of modified proteins may be in the
form of b-pleated sheets (in ALA), cryoprecipitated
immunoglobulin (in cryoglobulinaemic vasculopathy), or
crystallised deposits (in crystal storing histiocytosis) (28).

Macroglobulinosis and Schnitzler syndrome are the
dermatoses specifically associated with IgM paraproteins (3, 29,
30). Macroglobulinosis is characterised by skin-coloured papules
on the extensor surfaces of the limbs and cutaneous IgM
deposition is a hallmark of this condition (30). Urticarial rash
with a neutrophilic urticarial dermatosis seen on histopathology
are the key dermatologic features of Schnitzler syndrome (29).
Hepatosplenomegaly, bone pain due to osteosclerotic lesions and
lymphadenopathy may occur as extra cutaneous manifestations
(29). A deregulated cutaneous inflammasome has been proposed
to play a key part in the pathogenesis of Schnitzler syndrome.
While interleukin 6 (IL-6) and IL-8 were increased in these
patients (31, 32), further studies are needed to unravel the cross
talk between the IgM paraprotein and the deregulated cytokine
milieu (33).

Cutaneous manifestations are also a common feature of
cryoglobulinaemia and may occur due to a small vessel
vasculitis and vascular occlusion by the cryoglobulin (16).
These are more common in the extremities and include
purpura, livedo reticularis, Raynaud phenomenon and ulcers
(16, 34). Skin necrosis and ulcers can cause significant morbidity
as they are slow to heal and can even result in gangrene (34). IgM
related cryoglobulinaemia is discussed further under the section
“immunohaematologic IgM MGCS”.

As with other subtypes of MGCS, the optimal treatment for
cutaneous MGCS remains uncertain. A conservative approach is
appropriate if the skin manifestations are not causing significant
June 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 905484
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symptoms (8). With regard to clone directed therapy, rituximab
would be a consideration for a lymphoplasmacytic clone and
bortezomib an option for plasma cell driven MGCS (5, 8).
Targeting the pro-inflammatory milieu through IL-1
antagonists (as has been demonstrated in Schnitzler
syndrome), may be an alternative to clone directed therapy
(31). Although anti IL-1 therapy is considered the therapy of
choice for Schnitzler syndrome, there is emerging evidence that a
subset of patients may respond to IL-6 antagonists instead (35).
These data suggest that the cytokine dysregulation in Schnitzler
syndrome is heterogeneous, and future studies should focus on
evaluating biomarkers for response to interleukin antagonists.

These data underscore the need for a better appreciation of
the pathophysiology of IgM associated skin lesions. This will be
essential for the development of more effective targeted
therapeutics these disorders.

IgM Monoclonal Gammopathies of Renal
Significance
Case Study
A 50-year-old lady presented with nephrotic range proteinuria
and oedema. Her serum creatinine was raised at 150 mmol/l while
her full blood count and calcium were normal. Serum
immunofixation demonstrated an IgM kappa paraprotein
quantified at 4g/l. A BM aspirate and trephine biopsy showed
5% clonal lymphoplasmacytic cells and a CT scan showed no
lymphadenopathy or organomegaly. A renal biopsy showed
proliferative glomerulonephritis with monoclonal IgM deposits.
She was treated with rituximab monotherapy resulting in
normalisation of her serum IgM (although immunofixation
remained weakly positive). Her renal function improved and
stabilised over the next 6 months.

In patients with a paraprotein and renal impairment, the
challenge is to determine whether the renal injury can be
attributed to the paraprotein or to other medical conditions. As
renal impairment is a defining feature of MM and can occur in
other monoclonal gammopathies, it is imperative to first exclude a
plasma cell or B-cell lymphoproliferative disorder (LPD) (7, 36).
MGRS are subclassified into organised and non-organised
categories based on the histopathologic patterns of renal
immunoglobulin deposition (7). A renal biopsy is hence
recommended to diagnose and subclassify MGRS, as well as to
exclude other causes of renal impairment (7, 37). Type II
cryoglobulinaemic vasculitis and proliferative glomerulonephritis
with monoclonal immunoglobulin deposits are the subtypes of
MGRS described to have renal IgM deposits (7). ALA, type 1
cryoglobulinaemic glomerulonephritis, crystal storing histiocytosis
and immunotactoid glomerulonephritis can also arise in the
context of an IgM paraprotein (7, 37).

Thediagnosis ofMGRSrequires significant expertise andelectron
microscopy is recommended in the diagnostic process (7). As
diagnosing MGRS can be challenging outside of specialised centres,
referral to tertiary centres with the infrastructure to make this
diagnosis is prudent. The need for a renal biopsy to diagnose
MGRS can also be a challenge as these patients are often elderly
and have co-morbidities which increase procedural risk. Meticulous
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 5
clinical assessment, alongwith close followup and communication is
required in these challenging situations.

Although it is accepted that the treatment for MGRS should
be clone directed, there is a paucity of prospective trials to inform
the optimal choice of therapy (5, 37). While MGRS treatment
regimens are usually extrapolated from MM and other indolent
B-cell LPD, the choice of treatment for MGRS occurring with an
IgM paraprotein would usually necessitate targeting a
lymphoplasmacytic rather than a plasma cell clone (37). We
also propose that the treatment for MGRS need not be as
intensive as for an active MM or B-LPD given that we are by
definition, dealing with a smaller clonal burden. It is imperative
that future research focuses on the biology of MGRS as well as
clinical trials with a view to identifying less toxic but effective
treatment modalities.

Immuno-Haematologic IgM MGCS
Case Study
A 75-year-old gentleman was referred for haematology
consultation when he presented with symptomatic anaemia and
acral cyanosis. Physical examination was unremarkable. His full
blood count showed a haemoglobin of 8g/dl with peripheral blood
findings of agglutination resolving on warming to 37° C. The
direct Coomb’s test was positive for the complement factor C3b
while being negative for IgG. Lactate dehydrogenase, reticulocyte
count and unconjugated bilirubin were elevated. His cold
agglutinin titre was 70 and the thermal amplitude was 29° C.
Serum immunofixation revealed an IgM kappa paraprotein
quantified at 2g/l. BM studies showed increased erythropoiesis
with a lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate comprising 5% of nucleated
cells. He was treated with single agent rituximab 375mg/m2
weekly for 4 weeks and achieved a normalisation of his
haemoglobin as well as haemolytic indices.

Primary cold agglutinin disease (CAD) is characterized by an
IgM antibody binding to the red blood cell membrane and is
associated with a clonal lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate in the bone
marrow (38–41). The histopathological features and absence of
MYD88 mutations suggests that the B-cell infiltration associated
with CAD is distinct from that of WM (38). The antibody found
in patients with CAD typically binds to the red cell antigen I,
resulting in agglutination and in some cases haemolysis via
complement activation (38, 42). Patients with cold agglutinins
and no active haemolysis can be monitored without treatment
and cold avoidance should be advised (39, 42, 43).

For those with active haemolysis, rituximab has traditionally
been the first line treatment and results in response rates of close
to 50% as monotherapy (42) (44). The combination of
bendamustine rituximab can yield response rates of over 70%
albeit with higher rates of haematologic toxicity compared to
rituximab alone (43, 45). More recently, inhibition of the
complement pathway through sutimlimab has shown
promising efficacy in CAD (46). Larger studies evaluating this
agent are eagerly awaited.

Cold temperatures can also result in cryoglobulinaemia among
some patients with IgM paraproteins (16). Cryoglobulins
precipitate at low temperatures, causing endothelial damage and
June 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 905484
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small- to medium vessel vasculitis (47). Raynaud phenomenon,
acrocyanosis, urticaria, peripheral neuropathy or renal failure can
all be a result of cryoglobulin precipitation (16). Type I
cryoglobulinaemia is typically associated with monoclonal
gammopathies of the IgM or IgG subtypes which are seen in
about 40% of patients. Type 2 cryoglobulinaemia is characterised
by a combination of monoclonal IgM with rheumatoid factor
activity and polyclonal IgG (16). A leukocytoclastic vasculitis is a
typical histopathological finding in type 2 cryoglobulinaemia. Both
subtypes can cause immune-complex mediated vasculitis and skin
ulcers (16). The management of cryoglobulinaemias is also based
on limited evidence with clone directed therapy to be considered
in those driven by a paraprotein (16, 47).

Acquired Von Willebrand disease (AVWD) has been
described as a rare immune-haematologic manifestation of
IgM gammopathies (48). Among the mechanisms proposed for
AVWD in monoclonal gammopathies include von Willebrand
factor (VWF) specific antibodies (49) and the VWF multimers
being absorbed onto the lymphoplasmacytic cells (50).
Accelerated degradation of VWF has also been proposed as a
potential cause of AVWD in addition to immune complex
formation between VWF and non-specific antibodies (51, 52).
The clinical presentation is similar to that of other subtypes of
VWD and the evidence base for management is limited (51).
Treatment is based on achieving haemostasis as well as targeting
the underlying B-cell clone (51, 52).

Immune thrombocytopaenic purpura (ITP) is another rare
immunohaematologic phenomenon reported with IgM
paraproteins (9, 53). The mechanism is thought to be an
immune mediated platelet destruction triggered by the IgM
secreting clone (53). While the clinical presentation is similar
to that of “idiopathic” ITP, the optimal management remains an
area of uncertainty (53, 54). Rare responses to clone directed
therapy have been reported and are worthy of further evaluation
in patients who do not respond to steroids (54).

Multi System Disorders Associated With
IgM Paraproteins
Case Study
A50-year-old gentlemanwas admitted for heart failurewith a normal
coronary angiogram. Echocardiographic and cardiac MRI features
were suspicious for cardiac amyloidosis. Serum immunofixation
showed an IgM kappa paraprotein quantified at 6 g/l and BM
studies confirmed a lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate comprising 7% of
nucleated cells. The MYD88 L265P was detected using allele specific
PCR of CD19 selected BM cells and an abdominal fat pad aspiration
provided histologic confirmation of light chain amyloidosis. Mass
spectrometry was used to confirm that the amyloid was of the light
chain sub-type. A CT scan showed no lymphadenopathy, and his full
blood count and renal function were normal. The patient was treated
with six cycles of bendamustine-rituximab and achieved a complete
haematologic response, unfortunately a cardiac response has not been
achieved as of present.

While the previous sections focused on organ specific disorders
driven by small IgM secreting clones, it is essential that multi system
syndromes are not overlooked in this context. ALA is a potentially
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 6
life-threatening condition which is more commonly associated with
non IgM paraproteins (55). ALA associated with IgM paraproteins
has been proposed as a distinct entity with a higher prevalence of
soft tissue and nerve involvement compared to other subtypes (56).
Although cardiac involvement is reported to be less common in
IgMALA, an electrocardiogram, serum troponin, NT-pro BNP and
an echocardiogram remain essential to exclude cardiac disease
which has major implications for management (57).

While biopsy of the involved organ is a consideration, this
carries risk and bleeding complications are reported more
frequently in patients with renal amyloidosis undergoing biopsy
(58). Abdominal fat pad aspirates may therefore be a safer initial
option with high sensitivity and specificity for the histologic
diagnosis of ALA (55). As approximately 25-30% of amyloid
cannot be accurately subtyped by immunohistochemistry, mass
spectrometry based amyloid subtyping may be required and
remains the gold standard (55).

IgM paraproteins are also rarely described to drive POEMS
syndrome (59). Interestingly, both ALA and POEMS are more
commonly associated with IgM lambda than IgM Kappa
paraproteins (59). Neuropathy is a major diagnostic criterion for
POEMS syndrome and is typically an ascending sensorimotor
demyelinating peripheral neuropathy (5, 60). The neuropathy is
often painful while hyperaesthesia is also reported (61). The
pathophysiology of POEMS related neuropathy is incompletely
understood and possibly involves alterations of cation transport in
the nodes of Ranvier as well vascular endothelial growth factor
mediated vasculopathy (60).

The management of IgM ALA and POEMS are areas of great
uncertainty, as the bulk of evidence for these diseases come from
trials of patients with non-IgM ALA driven by plasma cell clones.
Given the rarity of these disorders, we currently rely on case
reports and case series describing rituximab based chemo-
immunotherapy which results in haematologic responses but
not always an organ response (56).

General Considerations in the Diagnosis
and Evaluation of IgM MGCS
Distinguishing IgM MGCS from WM is important and can be
achieved based on the presence of symptoms attributable to the IgM
clone and establishing the diagnosis of WM as defined by the world
health organisation 2016 classification (62). While patients with
smouldering WM are also asymptomatic, they have a greater than
10% lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate and/or a paraprotein
quantification of greater than 30g/l (63). IgM MM is a rare but
important differential diagnosis to exclude (64). This distinction is
usually possible based on MM specific clinicopathological features
and the finding of immunoglobulin heavy chain translocations
which are not described in WM or IgM MGUS (64).

IgM MGCS entities are rare and many of these disorders have
non-specific symptoms which could be attributed to concomitant
medical disorders. Having a high index of suspicion and considering
the diagnosis of IgM MGCS is therefore a crucial first step in the
evaluationprocess.The importanceof interdisciplinary collaboration
cannot be emphasized enough in the diagnosis of MGCS. As
illustrated by the cases above, haematologists would need to
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collaborate with neurologists, dermatologists, nephrologists and
pathologists among others in the process of making a diagnosis.
Especially for the complexmultisystemdisorders, amultidisciplinary
approach is also required when it comes to management
decision making.

Careful integration of clinical and laboratory (clinical
chemistry, pathology and haematology) features is also a vital
aspect of the diagnostic process. MYD88 L265P mutations are
less frequent in IgM MGUS (approximately 60% of cases) than
they are in WM (65, 66). The frequency of this mutation in IgM
MGCS remains unknown but is likely to be less common than in
WM given that IgM MGCS is usually associated with a lower-
level B-cell infiltrate more akin to IgM MGUS. MYD88
mutations may even be absent in some scenarios such as
primary CAD (38, 43). The absence of MYD88 mutations in
the context of IgMMGCS should therefore not be surprising and
should not put the clinician off making the diagnosis of a IgM
producing B-cell clone. A suggested classification of IgM MGCS
entities is outlined in Figure 2.

Conclusions and Future Directions
We are only beginning to learn about the clinical manifestations
of small IgM secreting clones and the resulting MGCS
syndromes. We propose that multidisciplinary diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches will be essential in tackling these diseases
while clinical and translational research must focus on
unravelling their biology and therapeutic susceptibilities. The
treatment for IgMMGCS should be stratified based on the organ
(s) involved, symptoms and patient fitness. While rituximab-
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 7
based therapies have been established for certain subtypes of
MGCS, the management for many remain uncertain. Bruton
tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibition is currently a standard
treatment modality for WM, however there is limited data
supporting BTK inhibitors in IgM MGCS (67, 68). The fact
that the majority of IgMMGCS are likely to be MYD88 wild type
suggests that the efficacy of BTK inhibition may not be as
promising in IgM MGCS as it has been in WM (69, 70). A
deeper understanding of the mutational profile of the
lymphoplasmacytic clone in MGCS (which maybe distinct
from WM) could prove clinically valuable.

Hexameric IgM has been proposed to be more immunogenic
than the pentameric form, however its role in IgM gammopathies
remains uncertain (71, 72). The prevalence of hexameric IgM in
the context of IgM MGCS and its clinical implications should be
the subject of future research. Future studies should also aim to
interrogate the immune microenvironment of the organs involved
as well as the BM of patients with IgM MGCS. It is possible that
immune dysregulation may explain why only a subset of MGUS
patients develop IgM MGCS, a finding that may have
therapeutic implications.
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